## Parapet Repair Detail

**Design Notes**

Parapet repair details shall be applied to the existing and repaired parapet surfaces as shown. For example, "pigmented surface sealer reseal" should be applied to the repaired concrete surfaces. Refer to standard 17.02 for typical sealing locations. Include applicable concrete masonry bid item to fill repairs. Details may be shown on plans if necessary for clarity.

### Concrete Surface Repair

- Use "pigmented surface sealer reseal" for repairs without overlays.

### Deck Repair Detail

- Use "concrete masonry deck repair" for overhead repairs under existing concrete overlay. For deck repairs under existing concrete overlay, restricts on repair areas shall be placed on the plans to prevent damage to reinforcing steel.

**Anchor Detail (Example)**

- Adhesive anchors shall be approved for use in cracked concrete. Anchors shall be approved for use in cracked concrete. Anchors shall be approved for use in cracked concrete.

**Design Notes**

The design engineer shall provide anchor details as needed. Plans shall include anchor notes when adhesive anchors are used. Anchor detail example applicable for adhesive anchors located in uncracked concrete.

## Deck Repair Detail - Plan

- Use "concrete masonry deck repair" for deck repairs under existing concrete overlay. For deck repairs under existing concrete overlay, restricts on repair areas shall be placed on the plans to prevent damage to reinforcing steel.

**Design Notes**

Details applicable to all overlay methods and deck repairs without overlays.

- Use "concrete masonry deck repair" for deck repairs under existing concrete overlay. For deck repairs under existing concrete overlay, restricts on repair areas shall be placed on the plans to prevent damage to reinforcing steel.